**COMPETITION**

- **Non-opposition** to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.6438 - Saria/Teeuwen/ Jagero II/Quintet/Bioiberica)

- Prior **notification** of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6454 - Limagrain/KWS/ Genective JV)

- Prior **notification** of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6525 - SESA/Disa/SAE/ JV)

The CNC brings **infringement proceedings** in the lift maintenance and repair market (07/05/2012)

**STATE AID**

- **Authorisation** for State aid pursuant to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU - Cases where the Commission raises no objections

- **Decisions** in the context of the monitoring of the implementation of decisions regarding restructuring and liquidation aid for financial institutions

  - Speech by Joaquín Almunia: « State Aid Modernisation »

- EU to appeal Court ruling on Dutch State aid to ING - Wall Street Journal Europe 09.05.2012

**TRADE & CUSTOMS**


**INTERNAL MARKET & GENERAL**

- **Commission** Implementing Regulation (EU) No 393/2012 of 7 May 2012 amending Annex I to Regulation (EC) No 798/2008 as regards the entry for **Thailand** in the **lists of third countries** or parts thereof from which **poultry** and **poultry products** may be imported into and transit through the Union

- **The Philippines** lifts its **100% salmonella testing requirement** on all imports of meat and meat products (Market Access flash note n°51)

**EUROPEAN COMMISSION**

- **Niccolò Rinaldi**: trade "wonderful opportunity" for Arab Spring democracy (See the EP Statement)

**KOREA-EU TRADE DEAL IS “WIN-WIN”**

- **Putin** against postponing Russia’s WTO deal - EU Briefing 08-09.05.2012 (chinadaily.com.cn)

**FINANCE & TAXATION**

- **EuroChambres’ Position Paper** on CCCTB

**INDUSTRY, ENTERPRISES, RESEARCH**

- Eurofer - Economic & Steel Market Outlook 2012-2013
**ENERGY**

*Draft* - Council Conclusions on the Energy Roadmap 2050

*Proposal* for a Council Regulation on Union support for the nuclear decommissioning assistance programmes in Bulgaria, Lithuania and Slovakia


**ENVIRONMENT**


**HEALTH & CONSUMER PROTECTION**

Fewer dangerous items reaching EU markets - *RAPEX Report* (See Beuc Reactions)

European Voice 09.05.2012

**EURO & ECONOMY**

Specter of Greek exit haunts euro zone

Financial Times 09.05.2012 p.1,2&8

Wall Street Journal Europe 08.05.2012 p.1&4

Eurosystem signs T2S Framework Agreement with first Central Securities Depositories (See ECB Statement & Addresses by Mario Draghi and by Peter Praet)

Ireland faces referendum uncertainty

Financial Times 09.05.2012 p.2

Wall Street Journal Europe 09.05.2012 p.3

What Hollande must tell Germany

Financial Times 09.05.2012 p.9 (CNBC)

Berlin unveils boost in output

Wall Street Journal Europe 09.05.2012 p.5

**FUTURE OF EUROPE**

How to Negotiate under Co-decision in the EU: Reforming Trilogues and First-Reading Agreements (*CEPS Policy Briefs*)

The future of the European Union

Financial Times (Special report) 09.05.2012

**EXT. RELATIONS & ACCESSION**

Statement by H.R. Catherine Ashton on Europe Day - 9 May 2012

Agenda of the Working Party of Foreign Relations Counsellors (Sanctions formation) of 29 May 2012

Britain seeks delay to EU’s Iran ship insurance ban

EU Briefing 08-09.05.2012 (Reuters)